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Harry Taplin
info@usdsystem.com

Thousand Oaks, CA,
19 August 2011,
Louise, Michel and Pierre
I would like to thank you all for your successful contributions to the recent
copyright you helped me to complete a few weeks ago. You were very gracious in
your our business relationships and most helpful on a professional basis.
I don't know what I might have been able to do to protect my Intellectual
Property without your copyright system. I understand that a patent is an
invitation to visit a courtroom for contests against very wealthy interests and
distractions from real creativity. I have attached an excerpt from a letter. I
wrote earlier today on the subject. Two weeks ago I completed two very important
steps protecting the Intellectual Property rights.
I finished the International Copyright for “industrial” creation, invention and
innovation covered in the 1947, Human Rights resolutions of the United Nations.
This is an important way to protect creations on a worldwide treaty basis, which
establishes anterior (prior) rights, which should effectively block any patents or
claims by others after 1990. This work is contained in a 2 inch thick 1,000 page
book accompanied by a CD with a similar amount of information. I have attached
scans of the front and back cover. This is the same IP coverage that won the
contest for the US when France and the US were arguing over the creative rights
to the Salk vaccine (effective against poliomyelitis) in 1954.
I also have a 48 page international Patent in progress from July 2010. I have a lot
more ideas to patent and books to write.
I have attached a document for you which illustrates some of what this technology
can accomplish in the immediate future, it has absolutely fantastic capabilities
that remain unexplored matching the drama in Dan Brown's Divinci Code books. My
primary concern is that it remains in trusted hands in the future, the Copyright
System provided that possibility.
Regards,
Harry Taplin
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